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ln automatic exposure photography (P, HP, LP, and A
modes), there may be situations where correct
exposure is unattainable because of strong
backlighting or harsh contrasf rn lighting conditions
between subiect and background. ln such cases, as
well as when you wish to take intentional over or
underexposed shofs, you will need to use the
exposure compensation function. The Contax 159 MM
is equipped with a one-touch
AE lock lever, and an
exposure compensation dial,
giving you a two-way option.

Exposure Compensation dial
Be I i c htu ngsko r rektu r sche i be
Repdre de compensation d'exposition
Aro de compensacion de la exposicion

AE Lock Lever
AE-Lock-Hebel
Levier de verrouillage de AE
Palanca de bloqueo de AE
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(Using the AE Lock Lever)
When the AE lock lever is set in the
direction of the arrow, the exposure infor-
mation in effect will be stored in the
camera's memory. lf the shutter release
button is depressed, the stored exposure
information will be executed. At this time,
the shutter speed LED and the aperture
display within the vieMinder will pulsate at
the stored values for 16 seconds before
extinguishing themselves off automatically.
The stored values can be displayed again by depressing
the shutter release button partway in.
To clear the memory, reset the AE lock lever to its original
position.
. Be sure that the metering system is activated,
othenruise the AE lock function will not operate even if the
AE lock lever has been set. Set the AE lock after pressing
the shutter release button partway to activate the
metering system.

The AE lock system on the Contax 159 MM is a type of
memory device that stores the exposure information
derived from a matching combination of aperture and
shutter speed readings. Thus, in the "A" (Aperture-priority
AE) mode, when the aperture is changed after setting of
the AE lock, the camera will automatically select a
corresponding shutter speed to assure you of a uniform
exposure setting at all times. After setting the AE lock, the
exposure can be further regulated by using the exposure
compensation dial.
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(Verwendung des AE-Schaltungs -

hebels)
Wenn der AE-Schaltungshebel in Pfei lr ich-
tung gestellt wird, wird die bestehende
Belichtungsinformation im Speicher der
Kamera gespeichert. Wenn der Ausloser
gedrUckt wird, wird die gespeicherte lnfor-
mation ausgefuhrt. Zu diesem Zeitpunkt
bl inken VerschluRzeiten-LED rind Blenden-
anzeige im Sucher an den gespeicherten
Werten 16 Sekunden lang, bevor sie auto-

matisch ausgehen Die gespeicherten Werte k6nnen
wieder angezeigt werden, indem der Ausloser halb
gedrUckt wird.
Zum Ldschen der gespeicherten Werte stellen Sie den AE-
Schaltungshebel auf Ausgangsstel lung zurUck.
o Die AE-Schaltung kann nur dann den Richtigen Belich-
tungswert speichern, wenn die TTl-Hessung aktiviert ist.
Deshalb vor Betatigung des AE-Schaltungshebels immer
den Ausloser kurz antippen. Die Speicherung des Belich-
tungswertes hingegen kann bel iebig lange erfolgen, egal
ob dabei der Ausloser betdtigt wird oder nicht

Die AE-Schaltung der Contax 159 MM speichert die
Belichtungsinformation, abgeleitet aus einer passenden
Kombination von Blende und Belichtungszeit. ln der
"A"-Betriebsart (Blendenvorwahl), wdhlt die Kamera bei
Einstel lung einer anderen Blende nach Aktivierung der AE-
Schaltung automatisch eine andere, passende VerschluR-
zeit,  um immer gleichmdBige Belichtung zu garantieren.
Nach Einstel lung der AE-Schaltung kann die Belichtung
weiter durch Einsatz der Bel ichtungskompensations-
scheibe regul iert werden.
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(Examples Using the AE Lock)
For example, as shown in photo (2), you have a situation
where the background is excessively bright and you wish
to place the subject in one side of the picture. In this
situation you can either center the finder on the subject
and set the AE Lock, or approach the subject to take a
direct exposure reading at close range and then set the
AE Lock. Reposition the camera, reframe your subject and
obtain a picture showing good detail as shown in photo (1).

Photo (1)

Photo (2)

once the exposure reading is locked in, it 'remains locked
in until the AE Lock is released. Thus, when using a motor
winder to take sequential photos of a moving subject, lock
in the exposure reading and release the shutter for
uniformly exposed photos without having your meter
inf luenced by changing l ighting condit ions in the
background.



(Using the Exposure Compensation Dial)
In the Program and Aperture-priori ty AE modes, the
exposure compensation dial is normally set at "X1."
However, for exposure compensation, turn the dial until
the desired exposure compensation setting is aligned with
the exposure compensation index. The dial is a four-
stepped type, with usable intermediate click stops in
1/2-step increments. The "4" and "2" settings increase
exposure, while the "114' '  and "112' '  sett ings decrease
exposu re.
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2-step decrease
2-stufige Senkung
Pour diminuer de 2 crans
Disminucion en 2 pasos

1-step decrease
1-stuf ige Senkung
Pour diminuer d'un cran
Disminucion en 1 paso

Normal setting
Normaleinstellung
R6glage normal
Ajuste normal

1-step increase
1-stuf ige Erhohung
Pour augmenter d'un cran
Aumento en 1 paso

2-step increase
2-stufige Erhohung
Pour augmenter de deux crans
Aumento en 2 pasos
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2, 4 Setting
2, 4-Einstellung
Reglage e 2, 4
Ajuste 2, 4

7/2, 1/4 Setting
1/2, 1/4-Einstellung
Reglage e 1/2, 1/4
Ajuste 1/2, 1/4

o The usable compensation range varies with the speed
rating of the f i lm in use, so the foi lowing table has been
provided as a guide

When the exposure compensation is in use, a signal l ights
up in the viewfinder to indicate this. A " + " sign appears
to the r ight of the aperture reading display to indicate
when the "4"  or  "2"  set t ing is  in  use,  and a " -"  s ign
l ikewise appears when the "114" or "112" sett ing is in use
In the Progran AE mode, both the aperture and shutter
readings are affected, and in the Aperture-priori ty AE
mode, only the shutter speed reading is affected,
governed to the extent of the exposure compensation
involved

Always be sure to reset the compensation dial back to
"X1 " when exposure compensation is no longer
needed.
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I  For Backl ighted Subjects
When shooting main subject
against the light, or against a
bright sky, window or beach
scene, where a bright back-
ground dominates the picture
area, your main subject will
be underexposed, causing it
to be silhouetted and lacking
in detail. In such a case, set
the exposure compensation
dial at "2" or "4" lo give
your subject more exposure.
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t For Spotlighted Subjects
When shooting main subject
in spotlight, a situation where
a dark background domi-
nates the scene, your main
subject will appear over-
exposed, causing a washed
out effect. In such a case,
turn the exposure compen-
sat ion d ia l  to "112" or  "1 l4"
to decrease exposure.

. .  .  Set al "112" or "114"
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When you wish to include yourself in a group or
special occasion picture, use the camera's quartz self-
timer. Once you press the' self-timer button it double
f unctions as a self-timer f lasher (LED) to indicate that
the self-timer is in operation.

tr First focus the camera and advance the f i lm. Then
take hold of the knob on the self-t imer button lock r ing and
turn i t  in the direct ion of the arrow unti l  the white index
mark on the self-t imer r ing al igns with the white mark
above the self-t imer

BO

A Once the self-t imer button/self-t imer f lasher is pressed,
i t  wi l l  begin f lashing for about '10 seconds before the
shutter is automatical ly tr ipped The f lashing rate wil l
accelerate about two seconds before end of countdown to
let you know that the shutter is about to be released. You
can cancel the self-t imer at any t ime during countdown by
re-pressing the button
After using the self-t imer, reset the lock r ing to i ts original
posit ion
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. The shutter can be activated by pressing the shutter
release even in the midst of a self-timer countdown. When
this is done, the self-timer will cancel and the self-timer
flasher will be turned off.
o Resetting of the self-timer lock ring to its original
position will not cause the self-timer to cancel during its
countdown.
. During the self-timer countdown period, the LED
display inside the viewfinder will be turned off.
o The selftimer will not function when the shutter
control dial is set at "B".

(Viewf inder Eyepiece- Bl ind)
When shooting in the AE modes (P, HP, LP, or A modes)
using a self-timer or remote control system, the meter
reading may be thrown off by stray light entering vra the
viewfinder eyepiece as it is not being shielded by the
nearness of your face. In this case, the use of the AE lock
is recommended. Another method would be to slip the
stray light prevention adapter, a standard accessory, onto
the viewfinder eyepiece.

o Selbst wdhrend der Vorlaufzeit des Selbstauslosers
kann der VerschluR durch Drucken des Auslosers aktiviert
werden. In diesem Fall wird der Selbstausloser abgestellt
und der Selbstausloserblinker ausgeschaltet.
o Durch RUckstellen des Selbstauslosersperrings auf
seine ursprringliche Position wird der SelbstauslOser
wdhrend seiner Vorlaufzeit nicht abgestellt.
o Wdhrend der Vorlaufzeit des Selbstauslosers wird die
LED-Anzeige im Sucher ausgeschaltet.
o Der Selbstausloser arbeitet nicht, wenn die VerschluB-
zeitenscheibe auf "8" gestellt ist.

( Sucher-Streu I ichtsch utz)
Wenn Sie in den AE Betriebsarten (P, HP, LP oder A) auf-
nehmen und ein Selbstausloser- oder Fernsteuersystem
verwenden, kann die Belichtungsmesserablesung durch
Streulicht, das durch den Sucher eintritt, gestort werden,
wenn dieser nicht durch lhr Gesicht ganz abgedeckt wird.
In diesem Fall wird Verwendung der AE-Verriegelung emp-
fohlen. Eine andere GegenmaBnahme ist das Aufschieben
eines Streulichtschutzes, ein Normalzubeh6rteil. auf das
Sucherokular.

B2
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lntentional multiple exposure is useful for registering
different subiecfs or superimposing the same subiect
on a single frame.

tr Take your first exposure by pressing the shutter
release button.

2 While pul l ing the mult iple exposure lever in the
direction of arrow, fully stroke the fi lm advance lever. This
wil l  cock the shutter without advancing the f i lm or the
exposure counter.
Your f inger wil l  be showed off the mult iple exposure lever
during the shutter cocking process but it will not affect the

U*mult iple 
exposure function.

ts Take your second exposure by pressing the shutter
release button again. This procedure can be repeated any
number of times for multiple exposure shots on the same
f rame.

o When taking mutiple exposures there is a possibility of
a sl ight shif t ing of the mult iple images being registered.
o For intentional multiple exposures, it is advisable to
choose a dark background first and to superimpose a
subject with a brighter background. Multiple exposures of
subjects against a predominant, white-toned or ultra-bright
background will not come out too well.



When shooting indoors or at night, the use of an
electronic f lash unit is recommended. The Contax 159
MM, when teamed with the Contax TLA electronic
f lash sysfem, can be used for f lash photography in
the TTL Program auto flash and TTL Aperture'Priority
auto flash modes with the camera's automatic direct
TTL flash metering.

When the Contax 159 MM is used with the TLA f lash
system, all you need to do is set the camera in the auto
mode and the flash unit in the TfL auto mode, because a
special SPD cel l  in the camera body reads the through-
the-lens-l ight ref lected off the f i lm surface to give you
automatic direct TTL f lash metering
The fLA flash system consists of the "T1A20," "TLA30,"
and "RTF 540," with f lash extension and mult iple f lash
system accessories to take advantage of the capabilit ies
of the TtA flash system.
o For direct TTL f lash metering with the RTF 540, use i t
with an optional Tl-A adapter.
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Flash Synch Speed
In the TTL Program auto flash mode with the shutter
control dial set at "P," "HP" or "1P," or in the TTL
Aperture Priority auto flash with the dial set at "A," the
synch speed of 1/ '100 sec. is automatical ly set when the
flash unit completes recycl ing.
When shooting flash with the shutter control dial switched
to manual, it can be used to advantage for daylight flash
photography because of a fast synch speed capability up
to 1/250 sec.

Dedicated Flash Signal Mark
In using the TLA flash system, you will be able to confirm
flash-ready status by the " t " LED mark that comes on in
the viewfinder when the f lash unit completes recycl ing.
And in the TTL Program auto flash and TTL Aperture-
Priority auto flash modes, the same LED mark pulsates for
two seconds after exposure, indicating your subject was
within effective flash ranoe.

Blitzsynchronisation
Bei TTl-Programm-Automatikblitzbetrieb mit auf "P," "HP"
oder "LP" eingestel l ter VerschluRzeitenscheibe oder bei
TTL-Blendenvorwahl-Automatikblitz mit auf "A" eingestell-
ter VerschluRzeitenscheibe wird die Synchrozeit von 1/100
Sek. automatisch eingestellt, wenn der Blitz das Wieder-
aufladen beendet.
Bei auf manuellen Betr ieb eingestel l ter VerschluRzeiten-
scheibe kann der Bl i tz wegen der schnellen Synchrozeit
von bis zu 11250 Sek. vorteilhaft zum Aufhellen von
Tageslichtszenen eingesetzt werden.

Signalmarkierung fiir angepaRten Blitz
Bei Verwendung des TlA-Blitzsystems sind Sie in der
Lage, den Blitzbereitschaftsstatus mit der " t " LED-
Markierung zu UberprUfen, die im Sucher erscheint, wenn
das Blitzgerdt sich wieder aufgeladen hat. Und bei den
Betriebsarten fUr TTL-Programm-Automatikblitz und TTL-
Blendenvorwahl-Automatikblitz blinkt die gleiche LED zwei
Sekunden nach der Auslosung, wodurch angezeigt wird,
daR das Motiv innerhalb des wirksamen Bli tzbereiches
war.
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<TTL Program Auto Flash Photography)
Flash shofs are enabled by setting the camera,s
shutter control dial on any of the program (p, Hp, Lp)
modes. when the f lash unit has compreted recycling,
the aperture will be automatically sef a t f/4 or slower
according to the Program mode in use.

tr Set the shutter control dial al "P," , ,Hp," or , ,Lp,"
and the lens at i ts minimum aperture.
o When an older type Zeiss T* lens without a program
coupling lug is used, TTL Program auto flash wiil not be
possible See page 44.
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A confirm exposure information display in viewfinder
and then f ire.
When f lash unit completes recycl ing, the shutter is
automatically switched to its synch speed (shutter speed
LED pulsates at the "125' ' mark), and the flash ready
mark " I  t  '  l ights up. Simultaneously, the aperture display
will indicate a correct aperture setting o'f i l4 or slower
Now, merely focus and shoot.
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Using the AE l-ock
When using electronic flash to shoot subject in the
evening or against a dusky background, you can obtain a
more natural and better l ighting balance between your
subject and background by using the AE lock to shoot
your picture at a slow flash synch speed. When the AE
lock lever is set, the exposure is locked at the value (at an
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aperture setting of tt4 or slower and at the selected
shutter speed it it is set below the flash synch speed)
appropriate for the subject at the time the lock was set'

No*, merely press the shutter release button. After the AE

lock has been set, the flash output can be regulated by

using the exposure compensation dial.



tr
a

<TTL Aperture-Priority Auto Flash Photography)
With the shutter control dial sef at "A," you can take
f lash shofs coupled to all apertures of the lens in use.

Set the shutter control dial to "A."
Select the desired aperture setting.

E| Confirm the viewfinder display data and shoot.
when the flash unit completes recycling, the shutter wirl
be automatically switched to the camera's synch speed
(the shutter speed LED will pulsate at "125"), and the LED
mark " | 

' ' will l ight up. Now, merely focus and shoot.

Using the AE Lock
The AE lock function can be used here just as it had been
done in TTL Program auto flash mode. In this case, the
shutter speed will be locked at the selected shutter speed
if it is set below the flash synch speed. After setting the
AE lock, the flash output can be regulated by using the
exposure compensation dial.
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(Using Other Flash Uni ts)
The synch contact of the Contax 159 MM is an X contact.
when using flash units other than the Tl-A electronic flash
system, set the shutter control dial at 11250 sec. or
slower.
o Some large flash units will not synch at 11250 sec, so
test such flash units beforehand.
o The Contax 159 MM, being fitted with a direct X
contact, must be connected by a cord via the camera-
front synch terminal when used with flash units needing a
connecting cord.
o With Class MF, M and FP f lashbulbs use a shutter
speed of 1/30 sec. or slower.
o Flash shots can be taken with the shutter control dial
set at "A" (but not at P, HP or LP). ln this case, check to
see that the shutter speed is set at 11250 sec. or slower.<TLA Flash with Shutter Control on Manual Mode)

A peak synch speed of 11250 sec. is possible. Even when
the Tl-A flash unit is used, automatic switching of the
shutter speed will not be available so set the shutter dial
using the shutter control dial. The viewfinder display can
be used to confirm the shutter and aperture settings in
effect, and the flash ready mark " | " will l ight upon
recycl ing.



ji+4i:tii:;n:: :,::tY:

This may be used to attach remote control devices such
as the Cable Switch, Infrared Control ler S, Radio
Control ler, etc.,  or as a contact for connecting the Auto
Bellows or the RTF 540 flash unit. The socket receives
electr ical signals from these accessories which are used
to operate the shutter.
. Do not connect an ordinary cable release
(mechanically operated type) to this release socket as this
can cause damage to the socket device.

9B

The standard camera back can be interchanged with the
cordless Data Back Quartz D-6 for  impr int ing the date
and/or t ime on the photographs To remove the camera
back,  loosen i t  whi le pushing down on the camera back
release lug.
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I nfrared compensatron marl</l nf rarotkorrektu rmarke
Repere pour tnfra-rouge/Marca de compensacion rnfrarroja

<lnfrared Compensation Mark)
Since shooting with monochrome infrared film (and red
filter) will result in focusing on a different fi lm plane than
when using the normal focusing procedure, focusing must
be compensated for this variance. Zeiss T* lenses have
an infrared compensation mark on the depth-of-field scale.
First use the normal focusing procedure with the red filter
off,  then mount the f i l ter and turn the focusing r ing unit
until the distance focused upon is opposite the
compensation mark.
o Please refer to fi lm guide sheet when using color
infrared f i lm.

r00

(Focusing Screens)
The Contax 159 MM comes equipped with a horizontal
split-image/microprism collar screen (Fl--4) as its standard
type. The screen is interchangeable, as desired, with four
other available types such as O a 45" split-image screen
(Ff-A,@ a 45o split-image/microprism collar screen
(Fl--3), @ a matte screen (Fl--s), and @ a sectioned matte
screen (Fl--6).
Since screen interchanging requires precise adjustments,
have it done by taking your camera to the nearest
Yashica service center or agent.



I

One property of /enses is that when they are focused
on a certain object, not only the subiect itself, but all
obiects in a certain range in front and back of the
subiect will appear acceptably sharp in the picture.
This range is called the depth-of-f ield. The depth-of'
f ield of a given lens varies, as follows.

O lf  the aperture is stopped down, the depth-of-f ield
increases; i f  the aperture is opened up the depth-of-f  ield
dec reases

r02

@ As the distance to the subject  increases the depth-of-
f  ie ld increases;  as the distance to the subject  decreases
the depth-of-f ield decreases

O The depth-of- f ie ld is  greater  behind the subject  on
which the lens is  focused than in f  ront  of  i t
Di f ferent  lenses may have di f ferent  depth-of- f ie ld l imi ts A
lens of  short  focal  length has greater  depth-of- f ie ld at  any
set  d istance than a lens of  long focal  length.

r4
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Depth-of-Field Sca/e
Schdrlentiefenskala
Graduations de profondeur de champ
Escala de la profundrdad de camrc

< Depth-of  - f  ie ld Scale)
The actual depth-of-f ield of a lens is shown by a scale
shown on the lens. For example, when a 50 mm f/1 .4 lens
is focused at 2 m and the aperture sett ing is f/16, objects
at distances between the two " 16" f igures on the depth-
of-f ield scale, in this case f rom about 1.4 to 5 m wil l
appear acceptably sharp to the unaided eye.

<Depth-of-Field Preview Button)
Although the vieMinder always provides viewing at full
aperture, depressing of this button stops down the lens to
the pre-selected aperture (the image in the viewfinder will
become darker), letting you see in advance which parts of
the scene wil l  be in focus or blurred.
o Avoid tripping the shutter while depressing the depth-
of-field preview button because it will cause exposure
lnaccu racy .



The Contax 159 Winder W-7, a grip type that mounts on
the 159 MM, provides automatic f i lm advance at the rate
of 3 fps. Fi lm is automatical ly advanced by depressing i ts
shutter release buttons mounted on top of the grip or the
one on i ts side for vert ical format shooting. Like their
counterpart on the camera, these shutter release buttons
can be depressed partway to make an exposure check,
making i t  quick and easy to confirm proper exposure
before releasing the shutter. And an AE lock lever on the
side of the grip faci l i tates use of the AE lock function for
vert ical format shots.
The W-7 is powered by six type AA penlight batteries. lt
has a switch that enables shooting in the sequential mode
of 3 frames per sec. or in the single frame mode, and i t
ful ly couples with the camera's AE system.

.|06
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By simply exchanging it with the standard camera back of
the 159 MM, the Contax Data Back Quartz D-O permits
you to record necessary data onto the fi lm which the
sensor in the data back receives as l ight signals emitted
by the data back LED when the shutter release is
pressed. lt can selectively operate in five modes allowing
you to record the O data and @ time data through the
year 1999, the @ count-mode data (couples to the shutter
release and advances one number at a time), and the @
index-mode data (that permits any configuration within six
digits), and to use a @ non-imprint ing mode. And i t  even
incorporates an automatic calendar type clock system that
provides for months with different number of days,
automatic adjustment of number of days, automatic
adjustment of readings for leap year, and even coupling to
shutter for sequence shooting (up to 3 fps).



[ *

o Excessive heat may adversely affect the film, batteries
or camera system and result in improper exposure. Avoid
leaving the camera in direct sunlight, glove or trunk
compartment, rear-seat shelf of cars and other hot areas.
lf the camera has been exposed to excessive heat, allow
it to cool to normal temperature before use.
o Salt air, sand, dirt and other foreign matter will
damage the camera's internal system if allowed to
penetrate inside. Take care to keep the camera clean
when using it at the seashore or in sandy areas. Shocks
from dropping or bumping are another major cause of
camera malfunction. Always handle your camera with
great care to ensure years of trouble-free operation.
. Avoid touching the lens, vieMinder eyepiece and other
glass surfaces with your fingers. Blow dust and dirt away
from these surfaces with a blower/brush, or wipe genfly
with a soft cloth (after brushing) if necessary. Clean
smudges and smears on lens and mirror surfaces with
high quality lens-cleaning solution and tissue. Always take
extra care in cleaning the lens and mirror surfaces to
avoid scratching.

o Sudden and frequent changes in temperature could
lead to corrosion of electrical contacts and cause other
malfunctions. When shooting in cold or hot areas, avoid
extreme temperature changes as much as possible.
o Make it a point to always check the camera functions
before taking pictures (travel, wedding, business photos,
etc.).
. When the camera body needs cleaning, wipe it with a
soft, dry cloth. Never use any benzene, thinner or any
other solvent on the camera body surface.
o When not using the camera for a long period, remove
the batteries and avoid leaving the camera in humid or
naphthalene{reated areas.

*"" tn orcer to Eet tne oest-$#ffiffffiffiffiffiffii*dffi*#ffiflry'$
"" we recommend the use of Contax brand lenses and
: accessories, We take no responsibility for damage to
:""the camera f rom the use of other brands of products
:tsaid to be for use on Contax cameras.

l r 0
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Type: 35 mm single-lens reflex featuring Auto/Manual
exposure modes and focal plane shutter
lmage Size:24 x 36 mm
Lens Mount: Contax/Yashica bayonet mount
Shutten Quartz-timed, electronically operated vertical
travel metal focal olane shutter
Shutter Speeds: 1i4000 to 60 sec. in AE modes; 'l14000

to 1 sec. (13 steps) in Manual mode, with "8"
Flash Synchronization: In direct X-synch only, with
dedicated f lash unit,  automatical ly synchs at 1/100 sec. in
electronic f lash mode; aI1l25O sec. or slower (f lash bulb
synchs at 1/30 sec. or slower) in manual flash mode.
X-synch terminal provided.
Self-Timer: Quartz{imed electronic self{imer with 10 sec.
delay. LED f lashes during operation, accelerat ing 2 sec.
before activation of shutter. Cancellable in mid-operation.
Shutter Release: Electromagnetic release system, with
dedicated release socket
Exposure Modes: (1) Normal Program AE mode; (2) High-
speed Program AE mode; (3) Low-speed Program AE
mode; (4)Aperture-priority AE mode, (5) Manual exposure
mode; (6)TTL Program Auto Flash mode; (7) TTL Aperture-
Priority Auto Flash mode; and (B) Manual Flash mode
Metering System: TTL center-weighted metering at full
aperture (direct TTL center-weighted metering when using
TLA electronic flash system)via Silicon Photo Diode (SPD)
cel l .  Meterrng range from EV 0 to 20 (f /1.4 lens, ISO 100).
Film speed range from ISO 12 to 3200. Metering switch
turned on by depressing shutter release button partway in,

.,.,oautomatically cutting off after 16 seconds.

AE Lock: Exposure memory locking, EV compensating
type with exposure compensation dial
Exposure Compensation: + 2lo -2 EV with 'll2-step

increment click stops (intermediate setting possible)
Viewfinde:: Eye-level, pentaprism type, with long eyepoint,
showing 95% of picture area at 0.82X magnif icat ion, using
50 mm lens set at infinity.
Focusing Screens: Horizontal split-image/microprism
collar screen as standard; interchangeable with four other
types (requiring services of Contax/Yashica service center)
Viewfinder Display: LED digital display indicating
aperture and exposure compensation signs; LED display
indicating shutter speed (correct shutter speed, over- and
underexposure), program AE modes, dedicated flash mark;
array indicating shutter speeds.
Film Advance: Lever operated, 135-degree winding angle
and 3O-degree stand-off angle; provision made for
operation with Contax 159 Winder W-7
Film Rewind: By rewind crank after depressing film
rewind release button
Exposure Counter: Auto resetting type; at all shutter
settings except "B" (Bulb), camera shutter system
automatical ly operates at 1/100 sec. unti l  counter
advances to "1"
Multiple Exposure: Enabled by turning multiple exposure
tever
Accessory Shoe: Direct X-synch hot-shoe with Contax
TLA capability



,l
Camera Back Hinged type opened by pulling up on film
rewind knob; memo holder provided; interchangeable with
Data Back Quartz D-6.
Power Source: Powered by two 1.55 V silver oxide
batteries (SR44) or 1.5 V alkaline manganese batteries
(LR  ); provided with main switch
battery Check: Indicated by battery check lamp activated
by main switch oPeration
Ottrer Features: Provided with couplings for motorized
winder, with LED for Data Back application, and depth-of-
field oreview button
Size: 138 (W) x 89 (H) x 55 (D) mm
Weight: 520 grams (w/o batteries)

* All.specifications and desrgns given herein are subiect to
change without notice

Kameratyp: Eindugige Kleinbild-spiegelreflexkamera mit

Auto/manueller Belichtung und SchlitzverschluR
Bildformat: 24x36 mm
Objektivf assung: Contax/Yash ica-Bajonettf assun g

VeischluR: Quaiz-stabilisierter, elektronisch gesteuerter

vertikal ablauf ender Metal l-Schl itzverschluR
VerschluRzeiten: 1/4000 bis 60 Sek. in AE-Betriebsarten;
1 /4OO0b is1Sek . (13S tu fen ) i nmanue l l e rBe t r i ebsa r t ,m i t
"8"
Blitzsynchronisation: Nur bei Direkt-X-Synchronisation.
mit angepaRtem Blitz, automatische Synchronisation bei

1/100 Sek. in Elektronenblitz-Betriebsart; bei 1/250 Sek'
oder langsamer (Blitzbirnen-synchronisation bei 1/30 Sek'

oder langsamer) in manueller Blitz-Betriebsart'
X-Synch r.-AnschluR vorhanden
Sel-bstausliiser: Qua rzgesteue rte r elekt ron ischer
Selbstausldser mit 10 Sek. Vorlaufzeit. LED blinkt beim
Betrieb und beschleunigt 2 Sek. vor VerschluRauslosung'
Kann wdhrend des Vorlaufs abgestellt werden
VerschluRausl6ser: Elektromagnetisches AuslOsesystem
mit angePaRter Ausl6serbuchse
Belichiungsarten: (1) Normal-Programm-AE Betriebsart;
(2) Schnell-Programm-AE Betriebsart; (3) Langsam-
Fiog ramm-AE 

-Bet 
riebsa rt ; (4) Blendenvorwah l-AE Bet riebs-

art; (5) Manuelle Betriebsart; (6)TTL Programm-
Blendenvorwahl-Automatikbl itz Betriebsart;
(7)TfL Elektronenblitz Betriebsart und (B) Manuelle Blitz'

Betriebsart

i l5

www.orphancameras.com



KYOCERA CORPORATION

YASHICA DIVISION, TOKYO OFFICE
17th,  Mor i  Bldg.  6F,  26-5,  1-chome, Toranomon, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan Tel: (03) 508-4361
YASHICA lNC.,  USA Main Off ice 411 Sette Dr ive,  Paramus, New
Jersey 07652, U.S.A. Tel: (2011262-7300
YASHICA lNC., Midwestern Regional Off ice g45B North
Edgewood Ave.,  Wood Dale,  l l l inois 60191, U.S.A.  Tel :  (312)
250-0591
YASHICA lNC., Western Regional Off ice 344 Mira Loma
Avenue, Glendale, Californi a 91204, U.S.A. Tel: (81 8l 247-2140
YASHICA CANADA lNc.  7470 Bath Road, Mississaugs,  ontar io,
L4T 1L2, Canada Tel :  (a16) 671-4300
YASHICA Kyocera GmbH Ei f festraRe 76,  D-2000 Hamburg 26,
West Germany Tel :  (0a0) 25 15 07-0
YASHICA Handelsges.mbH Rustenschacheral lee 38,  A-1020
Wien, Austria Tel (0222\ 72-34-72,73-81-27
YASHIGA AG.,  ZurcherstraRe 73,  cH-8800 Thalwi l ,  swi tzer land
Tel :  (01\  720 34 34
YASHICA A/S^_Roholmsvej  10,  DK-2620 Alberts lund,  Denmark
Tel:02-6 43344
YASHICA DO BRASIL INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA.
Rua cruz e souza 59, Aclimacao, sdo Paulo, Brazil  rel 283-4244
UNIVERSAL oPTlcAL INDUSTRIES LTD. Piazza Industr ia l
Bu i ld ing ,  133 Ho i -Bun Road,  Kwun Tong,  Kowloon,  Hong Kong
Te l :  3 -435151
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